Effect of level on the discrimination of harmonic and frequency-shifted complex tones at high frequencies.
Moore and Sęk [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 125, 3186-3193 (2009)] measured discrimination of a harmonic complex tone and a tone in which all harmonics were shifted upwards by the same amount in Hertz. Both tones were passed through a fixed bandpass filter and a background noise was used to mask combination tones. Performance was well above chance when the fundamental frequency was 800 Hz, and all audible components were above 8000 Hz. Moore and Sęk argued that this suggested the use of temporal fine structure information at high frequencies. However, the task may have been performed using excitation-pattern cues. To test this idea, performance on a similar task was measured as a function of level. The auditory filters broaden with increasing level, so performance based on excitation-pattern cues would be expected to worsen as level increases. The results did not show such an effect, suggesting that the task was not performed using excitation-pattern cues.